COR MINUTES

To: COR Members
From: Jeanne Hossenlopp
Date: 2/9/11
Re: Marquette University Committee on Research Approved Minutes/ February 9, 2011 Meeting

Present: David Clark, Javier Foronda, Richard Friman, Jeanne Hossenlopp, Tom Jablonsky, Doug Lobner, Beth McDonough, Steve Melching, Keith Osterhage, David Papke, William Pink, Marianne Weiss, Joyce Wolburg, Pinfen Yang

Excused: Arthur Hefti
Also Present: Melody Baker (note taker)

The meeting was called to order by Dr. Melching at 9:00 a.m. The agenda was approved.

Reports:

Report from the Vice Provost for Research – Dr. Hossenlopp announced that campus wide research forums, organized by Kathy Durben (ORSP), are being held as an opportunity for faculty to talk about common interests. The next forum will be held on Monday and the topic will be civic and community engagement. OMC will be attending.

Report from the Chair - no report.

Report from the Director of ORSP- Mr. Osterhage gave an update on year to date totals for research awards as of the end of January, reporting $7 million ahead of last year. Year to date applications are also up. ORSP has been asking faculty for disclosures, and new licensing and patents are expected. Dr. Hossenlopp added that updates to the IRB will be implemented with a goal of better educating faculty.

Report from ORC (Javier) - Mr. Foronda reported a change that was adopted at the IBC annual meeting – any proposal submitted to the IBC will be reviewed every 3 years for activity or changes. Also a form for people using Basic Level 2 Procedures will be available soon. IACCUC also implemented a change: any staff, student, or faculty working in animal facilities will have a mandatory risk assessment and review along with training. Lastly, annual reports for OALAW and AALAC were filed, noting an increase in animal usage research.

Unfinished Business:
Review Way-Klingler Young Scholar nominations – the final ranking averages were shared with the members and there was brief discussion. No changes were made to rankings and a motion was made and seconded to accept the outcome. A vote was taken and it was unanimously agreed to name the two top ranked applicants as the Way Klingler Young Scholar awardees.

Review Way-Klingler Fellowship nominations – the final ranking averages were shared with the members and after brief discussion, a motion was made and seconded to accept the outcome. A vote was taken and it was unanimously agreed that the top ranked applicant would receive the Way Klingler Fellowship for the Humanities.

Other – Future changes to the Way Klingler Young Scholar and Fellowship awards were discussed:

- Consider dividing Way Klingler Young Scholar awards equally between the humanities and sciences, giving an opportunity for faculty from each to receive an award every year.
- Consider ways to increase the number of applicants for the Way Klingler Fellowships. It was pointed out that often faculty in Social Sciences are unsure whether they are in the category of Humanities or Sciences and this may be a reason they don’t apply.
- Should faculty be able to receive a Way Klingler award more than once? After discussion, a motion was made and seconded to limit re-application for winners to either 8 years or 10 years after an award. A vote was taken: 8 years – 2 votes, 10 years – 8 votes.
- Add language to application to state limitations and add a section where applicants can describe their last award and how it was used.

The meeting adjourned at 10:00 a.m.